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Key FeatureS

iXr-1204+10G

Dual Intel® Xeon® Processors e5-2600 Family•	
Intel® C600 series chipset•	
Intel® X540 Dual-Port 10 Gigabit ethernet Controllers•	
up to 16 Cores and 32 process threads•	
up to 768GB main memory•	
Four SaS/Sata drive bays•	
Onboard Sata raID 0, 1, 5, and 10•	
700W high-efficiency redundant power supply with  •	
FC and PMBus (80%+ Gold Certified)

iXr-22X4IB

Dual Intel® Xeon® Processors e5-2600 Family per node•	
Intel® C600 series chipset•	
Four server nodes in 2u of rack space•	
up to 256GB main memory per server node•	
One Mellanox® ConnectX QDr 40Gbp/s Infiniband w/QSFP •	
Connector per node
12 SaS/Sata drive bays, 3 per node•	
Hardware raID via LSI2108 controller•	
Shared 1620W redundant high-efficiency Platinum  •	
level (91%+) power supplies

MODeL:  iXr-22X4IB

768GB
of raM in 1u

e5-2600
High-Density iXsystems Servers powered by the 
Intel® Xeon® Processor e5-2600 Family and Intel® 
C600 series chipset can pack up to 768GB of raM 
into 1u of rack space or up to 8 processors - with 
up to 128 threads - in 2u.

On-board 10 Gigabit ethernet and Infiniband for Greater 
throughput in less rack Space.

Servers from iXsystems based on the Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2600 
Family feature high-throughput connections on the motherboard, saving 
critical expansion space.  the Intel® C600 Series chipset supports up to 
384GB of raM per processor, allowing performance in a single server to 
reach new heights.  this ensures that you’re not paying for more than you 
need to achieve the performance you want.

The iXR-1204 +10G features dual onboard 10GigE + dual onboard 
1GigE network controllers, up to 768GB of raM and dual Intel® Xeon® 
Processors e5-2600 Family, freeing up critical expansion card space for 
application-specific hardware.  the uncompromised performance and 
flexibility of the iXr-1204 +10G makes it suitable for clustering, high-traffic 
webservers, virtualization, and cloud computing applications - anywhere 
you need the most resources available.

For even greater performance density, the iXR-22X4IB squeezes four 
server nodes into two units of rack space, each with dual Intel® Xeon® 
Processors e5-2600 Family, up to 256GB of raM, and an on-board Mellanox® 
ConnectX QDr 40Gbp/s Infiniband w/QSFP Connector.  the iXr-22X4IB is 
perfect for high-powered computing, virtualization, or business intelligence 
applications that require the computing power of the Intel® Xeon® Processor 
e5-2600 Family and the high throughput of Infiniband.

IXr-1204+10G: 10GbE On-Board

IXr-22X4IB
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Dear Readers,
II hope that you are waiting for the October issue and this time 

you can find a few interesting tips that will help you solve all 
the technical problems you encounter from time to time.

Today, when you open our magazine, you should read 
the 9th part of Rob Somerville’s series. You will learn 
what to do and what to add to our CMS to make it more 
secure and how to refine our interface for adding content.  
We are also going to gather all the articles in this series and 
publish a separate issue of BSD magazine devoted to FreeBSD 
Programming Primer only, especially because many of you 
read these articles.

For all of you who love the articles written by Michael Shirk, 
we recommend his publication. Michael teaches you how to 
download operating system code and ports and how to maintain 
system source and ports with subversion.

If you need more, you should read the great article:  “The 
revamped Life-Preserver – How new ZFS utilities  are changing 
FreeBSD & PC-BSD” by Kris Moore. In this article, Kris takes 
a look at a revamped Life-Preserver utility that assists users in 
ZFS management, including snapshots, replication, mirroring, 
monitoring and more.

Also in the October issue, we publish a real must read 
article written by Andrey Vedikhin. Andrey explains how one 
can setup a VirtualBox virtual appliance as a C++11 developer’s 
machine with the most powerful tools to be available for your 
C++11 projects.

For the fans of OpenBSD, we have an article on Improved 
updates and LTS for OpenBSD by Petr Topiarz. Petr describes 
how to update OpenBSD system via openup and presents what 
new progressive features there are in OpenBSD.

Last but not least, to encourage all to migrate from Linux 
to FreeBSD, we recommend reading Charles Rapenne’s 
article. Charles explains the common problems you could 
have, what you should consider before changing the system 
and what motivated him for this “adventure”. As always, we 
have a couple of good articles for you. I hope you find them 
useful and practical.

I would like to thank our Beta Testers and Proofreaders 
for their excellent work and dedication to help us make this 
magazine even better. Special thanks to all authors who helped 
me create every issue. Please keep up the great work and 
send your articles, tutorials and product reviews, questions, 
ideas or advises.

Enjoy reading!
Ewa & BSD team

mailto:mailto:editors%40bsdmag.org?subject=
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what’s new

The compromise of the FreeBSD servers led to a 
complete analysis on how developers and users 
access the software. The issue was caused by an 

exposed SSH key from a developer that allowed access 
to one of the legacy build servers (See FreeBSD Compro-
mise of 2012 for reference). The FreeBSD team had to es-

sentially rebuild the binary packages for the FreeBSD 9.1 
release because although nothing seemed to have been 
changed, no backups existed to verify their integrity. With 
this rebuild, the FreeBSD team moved towards implement-
ing their new process for maintaining source code. At this 
point in time, the use of csup/cvsup is no longer supported.

FreeBSD Moves to 
Subversion
FreeBSD users are accustomed to being able to download 
the entire operating system source code with the ability 
to compile additional functionality into the kernel and 
applications. This service had been previously provided by 
the cvsup and csup programs. Due to the compromise of 
two FreeBSD cluster servers, the project moved forward 
with its intention to replace cvsup and csup. This includes 
the move to subversion.

What you will learn…
•  The new way to download operating system code and ports
•  Maintain system source and ports with subversion

What you should know…
•  Basic FreeBSD knowledge to navigate the command line
•  Familiarity with downloading of FreeBSD source with csup/cvsup

Listing 1. Installing subversion using the older package tools

# pkg_add -r subversion

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/Latest/subversion.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/expat-2.1.0.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/sqlite3-3.7.17_1.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/db42-4.2.52_5.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/libiconv-1.14_1.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/gettext-0.18.3.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/gdbm-1.10.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/apr-1.4.8.1.5.2.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.2-release/All/serf-1.2.1_1.tbz... Done.

#
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FreeBSD Moves to Subversion

Listing 2. Checking out the source code with subversion (In this example, https was used, but the mirrors also support http, svn and rsync). 
The east coast mirror was used in this example

# cd /usr

# svn co https://svn0.us-east.FreeBSD.org/base/stable/9 /usr/src

Error validating server certificate for ‘https://svn0.us-east.freebsd.org:443’:

 - The certificate is not issued by a trusted authority. Use the

   fingerprint to validate the certificate manually!

 - The certificate hostname does not match.

Certificate information:

 - Hostname: svnmir.ysv.FreeBSD.org

 - Valid: from Jul 29 22:01:21 2013 GMT until Dec 13 22:01:21 2040 GMT

 - Issuer: clusteradm, FreeBSD.org, (null), CA, US (clusteradm@FreeBSD.org)

 - Fingerprint: 1C:BD:85:95:11:9F:EB:75:A5:4B:C8:A3:FE:08:E4:02:73:06:1E:61

(R)eject, accept (t)emporarily or accept (p)ermanently? p

A    src/sbin/sconfig/sconfig.8

A    src/sbin/clri/clri.8

A    src/sbin/mount_msdosfs/mount_msdosfs.c

.. snip ..

A    secure/lib/libssl/man/SSL_state_string.3

A    secure/lib/libssl/man/SSL_get_client_CA_list.3

A    secure/libexec/ssh-pkcs11-helper/Makefile

A    secure/libexec/Makefile.inc

A    rescue/README

 U   .

Checked out revision 255983.

# cd /usr/src

# svn update

Updating ‘.’:

At revision 255986.

Listing 3. Checking out the ports tree with subversion (Note: the procedure assumes that /usr/ports does not already exist. If /usr/ports exists, 
“Tree conflicts” will have to be resolved for all of the directories). In this example, https was used with the east coast mirror

# svn co https://svn0.us-east.freebsd.org/ports/branches/RELENG_9_2_0 /usr/ports

   A ports/print/makeindex/distinfo

   A ports/print/latex-tipa/pkg-plist

   A ports/print/latex-tipa/pkg-descr

.. snip ..

   A ports/databases/php55-pdo_pgsql/Makefile

   A ports/databases/py-cmemcache/pkg-descr

   A ports/databases/epgsql/pkg-descr

   A ports/databases/epgsql/pkg-plist

 U   ports

Checked out revision 329041.

# cd /usr/ports

# svn update

Updating ‘.’:

At revision 329043.

#
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what’s new

This article covers the new way to keep up-to-date 
with the FreeBSD source code. The first thing that needs 
to be completed is an install of FreeBSD 9.2 (amd64) 
which was just released (See FREEBSD-INSTALL for in-
stallation instructions). Make sure there is at least 6 GB 
of space available on the hard drive to provide enough 
space for the system source. This how-to assumes 
that the system source has not been installed with 
bsdinstall. The first step is to install subversion. At the 
time of this writing, the new package management tool 
pkgng is available, but the older pkg tools will be used 
to install subversion. Listing 1 shows how to install the 
package for subversion.

Users of cvsup and csup will remember how some con-
figuration was required to pull in the appropriate piec-
es of code down from various mirrors for a specific re-
lease of FreeBSD (examples include src-all, ports-all, 
etc.). With subversion, the code can be checked out 
from a URL and then maintained by way of the appli-
cation. subversion, allows for additional protocols to be 
used to check out source code (svn, http, https, rsync). 
There are currently three mirrors serving up content that 
provide some redundancy for getting access to code.  
As time goes on, there should be a large number of mir-
rors available to use. To maintain the source code, the 
svn update command can simply be run from the path of 
the system source. Listing 2 shows the initial checkout 
of the system source code using subversion, and an ex-
ample of updating the stable branch to the latest revision 
using svn update.

With the system source checked out, the building of 
the base system and kernel is the same as only the soft-
ware for revision control has been changed. The Makefile 
in the /usr/src directory lists the same steps for build-
ing the base system and kernel. The example in Listing 2 
shows checking out of source code from the stable branch 
but a specific release can also be checked out. Check-
ing out from base/stable/9 will download the latest stable 
code for the 9.x series of FreeBSD, which is currently 9.2.  
To only follow the 9.1 branch, the following URL may be 
used: https://svn0.us-east.freebsd.org/base/releng/9.1/.

Most FreeBSD users are familiar with the use of 
portsnap to update the ports tree. subversion can al-

so be used to keep the ports tree and other branches 
(such as doc) up-to-date with the latest data. The update 
steps are the same for the ports tree using subversion.  
Additional port management tools such as portaudit and 
portmaster assist with the rebuilding of ports once updat-
ed code exists in the tree. Listing 3 shows the similar pro-
cedure for checking out the ports tree with subversion, 
and an example of updating the tree to the latest revision 
using svn update.

All of the recommendations in this article are for individ-
uals who wish to build the system or kernel from source. 
Keeping up-to-date is better done by way of freebsd-

update for patches to the base OS and portsnap for up-
dating the ports tree. subversion is just the standard 
going forward for providing system source to users and 
developers. The change is subtle and does not add too 
much overhead to maintaining system source on a Free-
BSD server. Though not covered in this article, there are 
various ways to use the popular developer tool git to pull 
down a clone of the source code, but this is left as an ex-
ercise for the reader. These procedures will also work for 
the upcoming release of FreeBSD 10 which should be re-
leased in the first part of 2014.

MiChAeL ShiRK
Michael Shirk is a BSD zealot who has worked with OpenBSD and Free-
BSD for over 7 years. He works in the security community and supports 
Open Source security products that run on BSD operating systems. Mi-
chael is the Chief Executive Manager of Daemon Security Inc., a com-
pany which provides security solutions utilizing the BSD operating sys-
tems: http://www.daemon-security.com.
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When Lisp is mentioned, some of you will re-
member Eric S. Raymond’s words on Lisp in 
his “Homesteading the Noosphere” essay:

“Lisp is worth learning for the profound enlightenment experi-
ence you will have when you finally get it; that experience will 
make you a better programmer for the rest of your days, even if 
you never actually use Lisp itself a lot.”

The clojure.org site (http://clojure.org/), defines Clojure 
in a nut shell.

“Clojure is a dynamic programming language that tar-
gets the Java Virtual Machine (and the CLR, and JavaS-
cript). It is designed to be a general-purpose language, 
combining the approachability and interactive develop-
ment of a scripting language with an efficient and robust 
infrastructure for multithreaded programming. Clojure is a 
compiled language – it compiles directly to JVM bytecode, 
yet remains completely dynamic. Every feature supported 
by Clojure is supported at runtime. Clojure provides easy 
access to the Java frameworks, with optional type hints 
and type inference, to ensure that calls to Java can avoid 
reflection. Clojure is a dialect of Lisp, and shares with Lisp 
the code-as-data philosophy and a powerful macro sys-
tem. Clojure is predominantly a functional programming 
language, and features a rich set of immutable, persis-
tent data structures. When mutable state is needed, Clo-

jure offers a software transactional memory system and 
reactive Agent system that ensures clean, correct, multi-
threaded designs.”

What is so Great About Clojure Then?
Let’s take a look:

“Clojure is predominantly a functional programming lan-
guage” – what does functional programming mean? It’s 
a style of programming where you write all your code us-
ing functions that also could take themselves as param-
eters, and you combine all those functions to perform a 
single task, that is called code composition. Taking func-
tions as parameters is called high order programming and 
it makes it easier for code composition to happen. Func-
tions are first-class objects. First, a function is a value (like 
any other kinds of values). It can be assigned to variables, 
passed as parameters to functions, be returned as the re-
sult of functions, put in collections, and also there are op-
erations that can act on functions. As Lisp has its roots 
in lambda calculus (programming-like algebra system de-
veloped back in the 1930s by Alonzo Church; John Mc-
Carthy’s work was based on this, you can read his paper 
Recursive Functions of Symbolic Expressions and Their 
Computation by Machine, Part I here: http://www-formal.
stanford.edu/jmc/recursive.pdf).

A purely functional programming language should obey 
these mathematical properties of functions:

Gentle introduction to 
Programming in Clojure
For those who have never heard of Clojure, let me bring 
you up to date: Clojure is a Lisp dialect, a language created 
around 1959 by John McCarthy, being the second oldest 
programming language next to Fortran. 

What you will learn…
•  How to program in Clojure.

What you should know…
•  Basic level programming knowledge

http://clojure.org/
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/recursive.pdf
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/recursive.pdf
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•  Functions have referential transparency, it means 
that a function always evaluates to the same result as 
long as it takes the same values as parameters.

•  Functions cannot use variables defined outside the 
function (bye bye globals!)

•  Functions do not modify variables or, as is it called 
in the functional programming, lingo functions do not 
mutate variables.

•  Functions do not do anything that is visible to the out-
side world (it means no widgets, no screen printing, 
and so on)

•  Functions are closed systems – that means that they 
do not take information from anything outside them 
(hard disk, socket, and so on)

If these rules are obeyed then your program is written in 
a pure functional way. Now, let me tell you about the side 
effects. In a functional programming paradigm you don’t 
want side effects, they are forbidden, a taboo, you don’t 
speak of them, there are no side effects in a pure func-
tional program, but what is a side effect? A side effect is 
any piece of code that does something that is visible to 
the outside world, for example: seeing a YouTube video 
could be considered as a side effect of a function. This 
is a good side effect or a bad one (depends on the vid-
eo), but Clojure is not a 100% functional language. What 
fun is there in not seeing your computer doing stuff, like 
connecting to a database, screen scraping, xml parsing, 
and so on? It is the side effects of things where you get 
all the fun. But this is the killer feature that distinguishes 
it from the rest of the Lisps:

“Clojure provides easy access to the Java frameworks, 
with optional type hints and type inference, to ensure that 
calls to Java can avoid reflection.”

That means: “anywhere that there is a JVM running, you 
could stick Clojure to it.” It also means that you have ac-
cess to all the java libraries around to use with Clojure. 
For me this is among the bestselling points; for exam-
ple, I spend most of my day on the Z/OS environment 
(the old mainframe environment, the 72 column hell, the 
great GUIs we have in there – just kidding, aside I just use 
Emacs to do all my job there, it is more productive, at least 
for me), so I have a JVM running on this beast. So, at first 
chance I had a REPL running on Z/OS and I can leverage 
all the nice IBM java libraries for interacting with datasets, 
jcl, and so on. That is really nice.

Enough for an introduction – let’s start coding some Clo-
jure. This is what we will need:

•  As I’m a member of the church of Emacs, we will use 
The TRUE editor (Emacs) version 24.

•  Emacs Live (https://github.com/overtone/emacs-live)  
– this add-on already has all the Clojure packages you 
need to be comfortable editing in Clojure, also a lot of 
other packages preconfigured that are really nice -you 
could even hack away with Clojure and create music.

•  Leiningen (https://github.com/overtone/emacs-live) 
this is the tool for working with Clojure projects, it will 
download any dependencies needed for your proj-
ects, it has many templates for creating new projects. 
All these goodies are hosted in here: https://clojars.
org/. You can browse all the libraries available and 
find the string you need to add to Leiningen so you 
can start using it.

•  Java JDK version 6.

So we have it all setup now. I’ll share a simple .emacs 
file. As we are using emacs-live we need to edit or cre-
ate a ~/.emacs-live.el file with the following:

  ;; paredit

   (global-set-key [f7] ‘paredit-mode)

   (global-set-key [f9] ‘nrepl-jack-in)

These are just some keybindings (http://www.gnu.org/
software/emacs/manual/html_node/emacs/Key-Bind-
ings.html):

F9 will start the REPL, F7 will load the paredit-mode 
(this is great for editing Lisp, the best thing is when you kill 
a line, it will not kill the entire line, just the sexp).

Now let’s start the REPL. REPL means “read eval, print 
loop.” Here, you can start programming and you will see 
the results right away.

Press F9 – this will start the repl (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Starting REPL

Clojure, as being a Lisp dialect, has prefix notation – 
let’s type something like a sum (Figure 2):

  (+ 3 2 4 5 )

Figure 2. Writing a sum in Clojure

https://github.com/overtone/emacs-live
https://github.com/overtone/emacs-live
https://clojars.org/
https://clojars.org/
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/manual/html_node/emacs/Key-Bindings.html
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/manual/html_node/emacs/Key-Bindings.html
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/manual/html_node/emacs/Key-Bindings.html
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For example if I want to know what a function does,  
I can just look at the documentation. Just type the follow-
ing (Figure 3). Let’s look at the str function that we use to 
return strings:

  (doc str)

Figure 3. Analyzing a function

Now, define a variable:

  (def somevar “42”)

This variable will live in our namespace. By default, we 
are in the user namespace (#’user/somevar) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Defining the namespace

Let’s look at some data structures.

Strings 
Strings are enclosed in double quotes, Clojure strings are 
java strings.

  “I’m a string”

A Vector

  [1 2 3]

Let’s get an element from the vector. As vectors are 
functions, we could just evaluate the vector to its index.

  ([1 2 3] 0 )

You could put anything into them.

  [1 :two “three”]

hashmaps
A hashmap is a map data structure. A map is a set of dis-
tinct keys (or indexes) mapped (or associated) to values. 

The association is such that the map will return the value 
when given the key. Using a map called a hashmap al-
lows near instant look up time. Here, I created a hashmap 
where the values represent the ages of people and the 
keys are the names, for example: Diego is 4 years old.

  {:diego  4 :pipobal  7 :belen 9 :luz 36 :carlos 32 }

As with vectors, maps are functions too so we just evaluate 
them to their keys. So let’s check  Diego’s age (Figure 5).

  (  {:diego  4 :pipobal  7 :belen 9 :luz 36 :carlos 32 } 

:diego  )

Figure 5. Checking Diego’s age

Sets (Unordered and Contain No Duplicates)

  #{:a :b :c}

A List

  ‚(1 2 3 x t x s g )

Here, we quote the expression. A quote doesn’t evaluate 
this so it returns a list composed of symbols. If you don’t 
put the quote, it will interpret the first element as a func-
tion name and pass the rest as parameters.

Vectors, maps, sets, and lists are collections. All Clojure 
collections are immutable, they are persistent. All collec-
tions support count, conj, and seq.

•  count – returns the number of items in a collection.
•  conj – add items to the collection; where the item is 

added depends on the collection type.
•  seq – returns a seq on the collection; if the collection 

is empty returns nil.

As all collections support seq, we can use the seq group 
of functions to go through the entire collection.

The Classic For Loop

  (for [i (range 7 )] i)

Range returns a sequence from 0 to 7 so it is the same if 
we do this:

  (for [i [ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ] i )
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You can also loop on a condition:

  (for [ i  (range 10 )  :when (> i 5 )] i )

Defining and Calling Functions
You define a function like this:

  (defn function_name [args]  expresions )

If you want variable arguments functions, just do the following. 

  (defn function [ x y & the_rest_of_arguments] expressions )

Here the variable the_rest_of_arguments will contain a 
sequence containing all the arguments after the y pa-
rameter, the defn keyword is a macro.

Macros
The word “macro” has a high semantic load. Most people 
associate a macro with the C/C++ macro concept, which 
is totally different. The Lisp and Clojure macros are really 
powerful – it is the same as confusing a wooden sling-
shot (C/C++ macro) and an AK-47 (Clojure macro). Con-
rad Barski has had a very good idea in calling them SPEL, 
which stands for „Semantic Program Enhancement Log-
ic.” You can read about his naming convention here: http://
www.lisperati.com/no_macros.html.

C/C++ macros are just plain text substitution, Clojure 
macros operate in Lisp data structures. This capability al-
lows Lisp dialects to be homoiconic (this means source 
code is being expressed as data).

Here we have a C macro:

  #define seemacroexample(x)  x * (x+5)

The C preprocessor will replace any occurrence of 
MACRO(x) with x * (x+5). Now let’s see a Clojure mac-
ro or SPEL:

 (defmacro fn_performance [fname args & body]

       `(defn ~fname ~args

            (time ~@body ) ))

First, we define a macro with the defmacro keyword – 
this macro will take as parameters a function name, its 
arguments, and the rest is the body of the function.

`(defn ~fname ...)

The backtick ( )̀ – quotes the whole expression, this is 
called syntax-quote, the expression will not be evaluated.

The Tilda(~) – this is called unquote, this substitutes the 
value of fname with the value of the argument fname.

Tilda Ampersand (~@) – this means “take the elements of 
sequence body and splice them in at this point,” this unquote 
splicing is best explained with a little example (Figure 6):

 `(~@ (list ‘ 1 2 3 4 5 ))

Figure 6. Example of unquote splicing

And finally, the time function evaluates an expression 
and prints the time it took. It also returns the value of ex-
pression. Let’s call the macro.

(fn_performance  count_this [ x ] 

   (println (str “number of elements is “ (count x))

       ))

After we typed this on the REPL, we have a function in 
our user namespace called count_this. It returns the 
count of elements in the sequence we pass as parame-
ters, and also prints the time it took to do it.

Figure 7. Executing the count_this function

Lazy evaluation
Also called call-by-need, lazy evaluation means that we 
delay the evaluation of an expression until it is needed. 
What are the benefits of that? The benefits of lazy evalu-
ation include:

•  Performance increases by avoiding needless calcu-
lations, and error conditions in evaluating compound 
expressions.

•  The ability to construct potentially infinite data structures

Infinite data structures, seems possible as we are not cre-
ating anything until we are being asked for it, for example:

(def to-the-infinity-and-beyond (iterate inc 1))

http://www.lisperati.com/no_macros.html
http://www.lisperati.com/no_macros.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_structure
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We just used the iterate function, according to the Clo-
jure documentation:

“Returns a lazy sequence of x, (f x), (f (f x)) etc. f 

must be free of side-effects”

So the variable to-the-infinity-and-beyond has numbers 
from 1 to the infinity?

Let’s use the take function to take some elements from 
this sequence, the doc for take is the following (Figure 8):

take: “Returns a lazy sequence of the first n items in 

coll, or all items if there are fewer than n.”

Here is a really subtle difference that makes it all go 
wrong:

“Range: Returns a lazy seq of nums from start (inclusive) 

to end (exclusive), by step, where start defaults to 0, 

step to 1, and end to infinity.“ 

(range  0 2e12 ) 

So we have a lazy sequence from 0 to 2e12, so that 
means we don’t have anything until we call on it, let’s just 
do this:

(def  little-seq (range 0 2e12)) 

(nth little-seq 2000000000)

This should fail as we created a reference on little-seq 
that points to the first element to the sequence, so the 
JVM garbage collector will not free up the elements 
in little-seq as it is being walked through to get to the  
nth element.

Instead as in the (nth (range 0 2e12) 20000000000), 
here the JVM garbage collector can free the elements as 
we don’t have any reference to it, so the JVM is free to 
free those up.

Summing it Up
This is the end of this introduction. There is a lot that I 
have not covered, but for a gentle introduction, I hope this 
sets you in the right state of mind to program with Clojure 
and gets you interested in the language. You can do web 
developing in Clojure, there is a statistics framework also, 
data mining through the weka framework, there is a lot of 
cool stuff to do in clojure and the language is not going 
anywhere nor is vaporware. Now it has enterprise support 
with http://cognitect.com/ as they just hired the creator of 
Clojure – Rich Hickey. Many great tutorials and informa-
tion are in the following URLs:

•  http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Clojure_Programming/
Examples/

•  http://clojuredocs.org/
•  http://clojure-doc.org/articles/tutorials/introduction.html

You could also take a look at the book entitled Land of 
Lisp. It is a great book written by Conrad Barski, it is not 
Clojure based but it will give you some nice introduction 
to Lisp languages.

CarloS antonio neira BUStoS
Carlos Antonio Neira Bustos is a C, Unix and Mainframe developer. He 
develops in asm and does some kernel development for a living. In his 
free time he contributes to open source projects. Apart form that, he 
spends his time on testing and experimenting with his machines. What 
gives him a great fun is solving the old problems with new ideas. You 
may reach him at: cneirabustos@gmail.com.

Figure 8. Output of the take function

http://cognitect.com/
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Clojure_Programming/Examples/
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Clojure_Programming/Examples/
http://clojuredocs.org/
http://clojure-doc.org/articles/tutorials/introduction.html
mailto:mailto:cneirabustos%40gmail.com?subject=
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Since the inclusion of ZFS into the FreeBSD base 
system, it has revolutionized how enterprise users 
have managed their data. However due to higher 

memory requirements and the difficulty of the initial setup, 
it was often out of reach for less experienced system ad-
ministrators and more modest system hardware. Howev-
er, over the past several years ZFS on BSD has greatly 
matured, reducing the complexity of the initial setup and 
tuning required to perform optimally. In early 2013, this 
led the PC-BSD project to re-focus and fully embrace ZFS 
as its default and only file-system for both desktop and 
server deployments. This decision immediately spawned 
development of a new class of tools and utilities which as-
sist users in unlocking the vast potential that ZFS brings to 
their system, in areas of data-integrity, instant backup and 
restore, fail-over, performance and more. In this article, 
we will take a look at the revamped Life-Preserver utility 
which assists users in ZFS management, including snap-
shots, replication, mirroring, monitoring and more. 

The initial ZFS Setup
Starting in PC-BSD 9.2 and later, any installation per-
formed with its installer will automatically set up ZFS as 
the default root file-system. This includes installations of 
both a Desktop (PC-BSD) or Server (TrueOS). The de-
fault layout will be created with a SWAP partition, (mainly 
for crash-dumps) and the rest of the disk / partition allocat-

The Revamped  
Life-Preserver
how New ZFS Utilities are Changing FreeBSD & PC-BSD 

ed to a single ZFS zpool. During the install, options will be 
provided for the setup of multiple disk drives through ZFS 
mirroring or raidz levels 1-3. In addition the GRUB boot-
manager will be installed, which will facilitate the usage of 
ZFS Boot-Environments.

Life-Preserver
Starting in PC-BSD 9.2 and later, a new “lpreserver” (Life-
Preserver) CLI utility has been included. For FreeBSD us-
ers this utility can be installed from the ports tree in sys-
tem/pcbsd-utils. This utility provides a framework to easily 
manage other aspects of ZFS, such as its abilities to cre-
ate snapshots, replicate data, mirror drives and more. We 
will first take a look at snapshot creation and scheduling.

Snapshots
Due to ZFS being a “copy-on-write” file-system, one huge 
benefit is the ability to instantly create “snapshots” of your 
data. A snapshot is simply a “meta-marker” of how your da-
ta appeared at any given moment in time. When a snap-
shot is created, ZFS will ensure that those portions of the 
disk which existed at the time of the snapshot will not be 
overwritten until the snapshot has been destroyed. Thus 
initially the snapshot will not consume any space on the 
disk, and grow only as the current data changes from the 
original snapshot state. Using the “lpreserver” utility we can 
easily setup a schedule of creating / pruning snapshots. 
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 # lpreserver cronsnap tank1 start daily@22 10

The above command will use cron to schedule a set of 
daily snapshots to be created at 22:00 on the “tank1” 
zpool. The last number “10” is used to indicate the total 
number of snapshots to keep. When this number is ex-
ceeded, the oldest snapshot will be pruned automatical-
ly, reclaiming any disk space which may have been allo-
cated to that snapshot. By default all snapshots created 
will be recursive, meaning that any additional ZFS datas-
ets created on the “tank1” zpool will also have snapshots 
created / pruned automatically. While the recursive op-
tion can be disabled, most users will not want to do this, 
in order to keep the system intact when doing replication.

Replication
With our snapshots being created on a regular basis we in 
essence now have access to an instant on-disk backup. 
But what happens if the system disk dies, or we lose the 
entire computer due to theft or some natural catastrophe? 
Luckily ZFS also has the ability to replicate datasets and 
snapshots across the wire to a remote location. Using the 
“lpreserver” command it is easy to setup a replication tar-
get for your zpool.

 # lpreserver replicate add backupsys backupuser 22 

tank1 zpoolbackup/backups sync

The above command usage is fairly simple. In this exam-
ple we have scheduled a replication to the “backupsys” 
host, connecting with “backupuser” via SSH on port 22. 
Our local “tank1” and its dependents will be replicated to 
the remote dataset “zpoolbackup/backups” and it will be 
kept in “sync” with local snapshot creation. Before this 
replication can occur a few things must take place on the 
remote side. First, the remote system must also have a 
valid ZFS zpool, which is compatible with the version of 
ZFS on your local machine. Second, you must ensure 
that the user you are connecting with has permissions to 
create the ZFS datasets on the remote side:

 # zfs allow -u <user> create,receive,mount,userprop,des

troy,send,hold <remotedataset>

Lastly we will need to set up authorized SSH keys be-
tween the local and remote system, allowing password-
less logins to take place. With these steps followed the 
local system will now have access to “replicate” the da-
ta from your local machine to the target remote datas-
et. This ensures that even if something should happen to 
the local box, a copy of your data will still be retrievable 

from a different location. Replications are sent incremen-
tally, and can be very quick, but the initial sync may take 
some time depending upon disk speed and network con-
ditions. During the replication phase automatic snapshot 
pruning will be halted in order to prevent removing the 
replicating snapshots. Next we will take a look at how 
you can easily restore or clone a system from a remote 
replication. 

Pro Tip
Currently with ZFS if a replication fails you may need 
to re-initialize the remote side to avoid it getting “stuck”. 
To do so, use the command: “lpreserver replicate init 
<localdataset>”. In an upcoming version of OpenZFS it 
will support resuming the send/receive command, making 
this less necessary. 

Restoring
Booting a PC-BSD 9.2 or later install media gives you the 
option to not only install fresh, but restore from a Life-Pre-
server replication.

During the installation you may select the “Restore from 
Life-Preserver backup” option to begin the process. The 
graphical wizard will then walk you through the process of 
connecting to the backup server, as well as setting options 
for restoration. A helpful feature is the ability to change 
your initial ZFS pool options during a restore. This can be 
used in the case of upgrading to a larger disk, or migrat-
ing from a single-disk system to a ZFS software raid, us-
ing all the replicated data you previously saved. Once the 
restore is finished, you will be able to reboot the system 
back to the state it was in during the last replication. 

Figure 1. Restoring from a Life-Preserver backup
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Mirroring
In addition to being able to snapshot, replicate and restore 
your data, you may need a more “high-availability” solu-
tion. During the initial system installation you are given 
options to create a software raid, either in a direct mirror 
configuration, or using “raidz” levels 1-3. However if you 
only installed to a single disk, you can still take advantage 
of ZFS mirroring at any time. To get started you will need 
a second disk drive, the same size as the target disk or 
larger. This second disk can be connected internally or 
externally via USB 3.0, eSATA or any other method which 
presents a raw disk device to your system. With the disk 
drive connected, it is now possible to “attach” it to your ex-
isting ZFS zpool using the following command:

 #  lpreserver zpool attach tank1 /dev/da0

This command will take the disk drive /dev/da0 and attach 
it to the “tank1” ZFS zpool. During the setup, this disk will 
be wiped and new partitions created to match the first disk 
in your existing zpool configuration. Once the drive is at-
tached, it will begin to sync up with the existing zpool da-
ta, known as the “resilvering” phase. This may take some 
time depending upon the speed and size of your disks. 
Additionally the disk will be stamped with GRUB, making 
it bootable. The advantage of this is that should your orig-
inal disk in the array fail, you can continue to run from the 
second drive without any data loss. If you need to shut the 
system down and swap-out the bad disk, booting is still 
possible from the second drive. The replaced disk drive 
can then be attached in a similar manner, which will re-
sync data from the secondary disk. This method can be 
used to attach as many disks as you require, giving you 
any level of extra redundancy that your system may need. 
As long as a single disk in the array remains intact your 
data will be safe and the system bootable. 

In the case of using external disks, it is even possible 
to disconnect and re-connect at a later time using the 
lpreserver command:

 # lpreserver zpool offline tank1 /dev/da0s1a

 # lpreserver zpool online tank1 /dev/da0s1a

When the disk is re-connected and set in the “online” 
mode, the resilvering process will begin again, re-sync-
ing the external disk incrementally. Using the “offline/on-
line” method is recommended when you plan on re-at-
taching the disk, otherwise you may need to resilver all 
the data over again. This can be used in the case of a 
portable machine, such as a laptop, which is connected 
to an external disk drive periodically for backups. 

Monitoring
Last but not least, the “lpreserver” utility can also provide 
basic reporting about snapshots and your disk status. By 
using the lpreserver set email <address> command it is 
possible to enable reporting about the status of your sys-
tem. Life-Preserver can be setup to send either all mes-
sages, warnings, or errors only using the lpreserver set 
emailopts ALL/WARN/ERRORS command. Currently Life-Pre-
server can report the results of automatic snapshots and 
replications, as well as provide warnings when a disk has 
failed, or if the zpool is running low on disk space. If your 
network only allows the usage of a smtp server, you can in-
stall the ssmtp utility to enable mailing through that gateway.

Conclusion
In this article we have taken a look at how the Life-Pre-
server utility can leverage ZFS to assist in snapshot cre-
ation, replication and restoring. By using these tools, us-
ers can better manage and plan for disasters on desktops, 
laptops or servers in a variety of unique situations. While 
the Life-Preserver utility is included in all installs of PC-
BSD or TrueOS, it is also available to FreeBSD users in 
the public PC-BSD pkgng repo or via ports in sysutils/
pcbsd-utils. 
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To begin this article, I need to set up the background, 
so that you can fully understand what follows. I am 
a system administrator in a small company. I work 

every day with two developers using my servers. Their 
knowledge about operating systems is quite good. I had 
to renew a whole set of servers, used for a high availability 
service for our biggest client.

So far, everything is running with Debian GNU/Linux, 
but I am always talking about FreeBSD to my col-
leagues. This time, I proposed switching to FreeBSD 
for our new servers!

What follows is about decisions, choices and “philoso-
phy”. This article is not a how-to switch from Debian to 
FreeBSD. It may help you decide what to use; it may 
help you find answers; but you won’t find any commands 
or scripts.

I am trying to write this article while being as neutral as 
possible. I may make some mistakes in my choices and 
reasons, but they are mine. You can send me an email 
if you want to share a thought or if you think that I said 
something wrong.

Why change?
I knew that I would need a good reason to switch operat-
ing systems, because this will certainly create extra work 
with regard to compatibility, finding packages, and learn-
ing the operations of the operating system.

That is why I made a Pros/Cons list to explain why I 
would like to use FreeBSD for the next few years. I tried to 
be as honest as possible, not trying to sway you to FreeB-
SD with only pros, while Linux would have had only cons. 
Linux has been working well, so why change it?

Pros and Cons list:

•  FreeBSD and Linux are equivalents and they basical-
ly perform the same. As we are using open-source 
software only, we should not encounter compatibility 
problems, but we must be aware that if we need to 
use proprietary tools, it may not work.

•  Switching to FreeBSD may not be that easy. We may 
have to change some of our source code and may 
need to teach people new operations or features. 
Some user commands may be different.

•  FreeBSD is a Unix system, keeping Unix philosophy. 
System administration does not change with every 
new release. Linux, over the last few years, has been 
evolving and moving away from the Unix philosophy. 
Every new release changes many components, or 
includes more services and applications. I have the 
feeling that things may become more complicated in 
the future.

•  FreeBSD is able to provide high-availability service, 
with two lines of config per host. We do not have to 
struggle with heartbeat/pacemaker/corosync.

Migrating from Linux 
to FreeBSD
In the following article, I will share with you what I learned 
when I have converted my servers from Debian to FreeBSD. 
I will explain the common problems you could have, what 
you should consider before changing the system and what 
motivated me for this “adventure”.

What you will learn…
•  Compatibility problems between Debian and FreeBSD.

What you should know…
•  System administration basis
•  Some development knowledge.
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•  FreeBSD is using a port tree. Compilation takes time, 
but it will be centralized with the software Poudriere. 
We will be able to choose compilation flags, the ver-
sions of postgresql and PHP that we want to use. We 
have had surprises with Debian in the past: old Post-
greSQL, PHP missing some features.

•  FreeBSD is developed as a complete package and 
is coherent, with man pages that are up-to-date. The 
FreeBSD handbook is a good source of documenta-
tion and best practices also.

As you see, my list is mostly talking about philosophy con-
cerns rather than performance or technical differences. In 
my company, we like to keep things simple, and we have 
the feeling that Linux is going in the opposite direction.

The deal
My boss accepted the idea that we move to FreeBSD.  
We agreed that this should work with as few modifications 
as possible of scripts / software / makefiles / users habits, 
etc. For example, For example, I do not have time to fix ev-
ery Bash script, but adding a symlink could fix the problem 
-> hello /bin/bash! I really care about my users (the devel-
opers); if they want Bash, I have no problem with it and I 
will provide them with Bash with the same alias as before.

The migration: from Debian to FreeBSD
In this part, I shall share some issues that I had, and how 
I fixed them.

The Shell
An important part of the system is the shell. By default, 
FreeBSD uses the unfriendly csh, which does not keep 
history and no color. I will not be able to advocate Free-
BSD to my users with just csh. I decided to install bash as 
we are used to and importing our bash config files.

Where are my commands?
You would think that people would understand that if you 
make a change to the operating system, then they will 
need to learn about this, but they don’t. A developer asked 
me “The command free doesn’t work, why?”

Under Linux, this command shows you information 
about memory usage. I just told him: “free does not exist 
in FreeBSD. You can use the vmstat command and you 
will get everything you need. You can also use top.” Users 
will have to learn a few new tools.

What’s wrong with putty?
On Windows, you are likely to use the ssh client Putty.  
I have to admit that Putty with the default FreeBSD profile 

is not user friendly at all. A lot of keys are not doing what 
you would expect them to do. For example, typing “home” 
or “end” will display a “~”, typing “delete” will add a char-
acter, console dialogs (like the one in ports or the frame in 
tmux) are made of weird characters etc...

After a quick search on the Internet, the fix was made 
on the server-side. People are now happy with their Putty.

Paths of death
One extremely important change between the systems is 
the filesystem hierarchy. In FreeBSD, configurations files 
are separated between /etc and /usr/local/etc, while 
Debian stores everything in /etc. The folder /var/www 
does not exist, it is replaced by /usr/local/www. Pack-
ages binaries are under /usr/local/bin/.

Everything installed on the system with packages is in-
stalled in /usr/local/. Files outside this folder come from 
the base system.

B.1 Compilers
Our work uses compilers and we rely on C and C++. We 
had a problem with a lot of makefiles, using the compil-
er “gcc”. “gcc” command was a 4.6 GCC on the previ-
ous system, while on FreeBSD “gcc” is a 4.2.1 version.  
If we add a new compiler, its full name must be used e.g.: 
gcc46 for GCC 4.6 etc.

I had to fix manually some scripts where “gcc” was not 
compiling, due to compatibility problems.

In addition to the outdated GCC, I have been struggling 
with include and libraries paths too. The linker could not 
find the libraries located in /usr/local/lib instead of /
usr/lib as before. The same kind of error was happening 
with includes files.

After some hours, I decided to use an environment vari-
able telling GCC to add a path by default to fix the prob-
lem. I know this solution makes the makefile not very 
portable because the paths will not be right without the 
environment variable. But, the makefile was not actually 
portable, and we do not plan to share our code.

We have scripts!
We have a lot of scripts, doing various things. Every script 
is using #!/bin/bash!

You can imagine how boring it would be to fix every 
script manually. That is why someone wrote a “sed” script.

I preferred to link Bash to /bin/bash, which is the path 
that our previous scripts were expecting. People did not 
have to waste time searching why their scripts using /bin/
bash do not work.

Please, when you write scripts, use #!/usr/bin/env 
bash instead of bash full path. And if you use Linux, if you 
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link to /bin/sh, be sure to really be using /bin/sh and not 
a disguised Bash.

FreeBSD crash course
When the time comes to change users tools, at least, be 
kind. Explain to them what changed and why you did it and 
teach them the basis of their new tool. Like I said before, 
the command “free” does not exist, binaries are in /usr/
local/bin/ path, services scripts are either in /etc/rc.d 
or /usr/local/etc/rc.d, /etc/rc.conf is the main configu-
ration file etc. My users were happy to learn a few things 
about their new FreeBSD system, they did not feel lost or 
abandoned. Take time to explain to them what changed, 
give them some time to learn and it is all good.

Where are my packages
I had some fun (or bad news, I do not know) with the pack-
ages. We are mostly using open-source software, or our 
own programs.

hello, i am an old closed source Linux library
I found ONE program relying on a 1997 closed source 
Linux library that we MUST use. Even on the previous 
Debian server, we had to do some hacks to make it work! 
This library is very important to our business and we must 
use it. If we cannot use it, bye bye FreeBSD.

Luckily, I got it working with Linux emulation and some 
dirty hacks that I would have preferred to skip. Also, in a 
few months, we will trash it because it is getting replaced.

This is a bit frustrating to spend a lot of time getting a 
program working, when you know it will be removed soon.

hello, i am away from ports
The other case is funny too. I was installing the depen-
dencies of our application and I knew exactly what was 
needed, installing them one by one.

…Until that moment when I could not find the latest li-
brary in ports! I have been looking on my favorite search 
engine “mylibrary + freebsd”, and found no answer.

I have been cursing the developers. “Where did you find 
this? No one is using it! It’s not even in the freebsd ports!” 
And then I had to learn how to write a port that compiled.  
(I know I should share my port, but it is an ugly one actually).

Surprises!
Now, all my dependencies are installed, services are run-
ning awaiting to be checked. (Yes, you should really con-
sider checking if everything works as expected when you 
change your operating system and your servers!

Then, when everything is done, someone comes to tell 
you he found something strange.

My program A does not work as expected
We have a program that stopped terminating correct-
ly on FreeBSD. This seems to come from a difference 
with threads, and exiting was not killing all the threads.  
We made a little change so the application was terminat-
ing correctly with Ctrl-C.

My program B consumes 30% less memory
I do not have an explanation for this one. One of our applica-
tions consumes a lot of memory by loading shape files (with 
libshape), and with the same data, the new FreeBSD con-
sumes 30% less memory than the previous Debian system.

I assume this difference is coming from the shapelib, 
which is newer on the FreeBSD system, and which is 
compiled with optimizations for the server itself. We were 
very happy to see this behavior!

Valgrind needs to be recompiled...
To debug the application, I was telling before, we used 
valgrind. After a day spent running the program under val-
grind, we were not able to use the results – valgrind gave 
us an error. Valgrind has been monitoring too much mem-
ory that a compile-time limitation was reached. We had to 
recompile Valgrind with a modification in the source code 
to increase a value.

I have been happy to tell the developers that ten min-
utes later, I compiled valgrind from ports with a patch of 
mine, and that it was installed on the servers!

Conclusion
In a nutshell, I would say that FreeBSD gives us more 
freedom than our previous systems. I can really provide 
the developers with the tools they want.

But, when it comes to using proprietary tools, I have to 
admit that FreeBSD may not be the best option. I have not 
had this problem (except for one library).

If I would have been using Solaris, NetBSD, or another 
Linux distribution, I think I could have had a working re-
sult. But FreeBSD comes with good performance, server 
hardware compatibility, a complete handbook, incredible 
stability, control over packages and a clean and well-de-
signed system.

ChARLeS RAPeNNe
Charles Rapenne is a Linux, and now FreeBSD system administrator in a 
small company in France. He enjoys using *BSD systems and writing ap-
plications in Common LISP. His servers rely only on open source software.
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This article explains how one can setup a VirtualBox 
virtual appliance as a C++11 developer’s machine 
with the most powerful tools to be available for your 

C++11 projects.

Although my main focus will be on C++11, this article 
still might be useful for those who would like to use Eclipse 
IDE for Java, Python, PHP etc. programming.

FreeBSD for C++11 
Developer (eclipse indigo 
+ CDT + GCC 4.8)
FreeBSD is a very stable, high performing and extremely 
secure operating system. It is not a surprise that a lot of 
developers create applications for this platform. However, 
a Desktop Manager and IDE for C++ projects with other 
development tools (profilers etc.) are not installed in the 
default setup. If you are not running FreeBSD 10, then even 
the compiler in base is too old (GCC 4.2) and it does not 
support the new C++11 standard. You will also not be able 
to efficiently use the GDB debugger from the base because 
its version is also too old and it does not understand new 
C++11 features as well.

What you will learn…
•  How to update and secure your system.
•  How to install x11/gnome2 as your desktop manager.
•  How to install GCC 4.8 (which fully supports the new C++11 

standard) and the latest GDB debugger.
•  How to install IDE Eclipse Indigo + CDT.
•  How to configure your system and Eclipse to support C++11 

applications.
•  How to enable shared folders in VirtualBox.
•  How to install and use devel/valgrind tools.
•  How to install and use gprof profiler.

What you should know…
•  How to install FreeBSD.
•  FreeBSD basics.
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Step 1. Prepare your system
FreeBSD 9.1 ReLeASe installation
Install FreeBSD from CD/DVD but do not forget to create 
your own user and add this user to the wheel group.

install ports tree

# portsnap fetch extract

In the future you will be able to update your ports tree 
with the command below:

# portsnap fetch update

install Subversion
To install and update the FreeBSD kernel/world sources 
we will need to use devel/subversion. Let’s install it. First of  
all, install ports-mgmt/pkg and ports-mgmt/portmaster:

# cd /usr/ports/ports-mgmt/pkg

# make install clean

# cp /usr/local/etc/pkg.conf.sample /usr/local/etc/pkg.conf

# pkg update

You can safely ignore any warnings.

# cd /usr/ports/ports-mgmt/portmaster

# make install clean

Accept default options when asked.

# echo ‘WITH_PKGNG=yes’ >> /etc/make.conf

# pkg2ng

Then install Perl 5.16:

# cd /usr/ports/lang/perl5.16

# make config-recursive

Select the “Threads” option. Leave the rest of the config-
uration options at their default values.

# make install clean

Then install devel/subversion:

# cd /usr/ports/devel/subversion

# make config-recursive

Make sure that the “Serf” option is chosen in the Sub-
version options. This option enables connections over  

http/https. Leave the rest of the configuration options at 
their default values.

# make install clean

install FreeBSD kernel/world sources

# rm -R /usr/src

# mkdir /usr/src

# cd /usr/src

# svn co http://svn.freebsd.org/base/releng/9.1/ /usr/src/

I assumed that you have installed FreeBSD 9.1. If not, 
change the version accordingly.

It will take a while...
In the future you will be able to update your FreeBSD 

sources with the following command:

# cd /usr/src

# svn up

 Upgrade your FreeBSD kernel/world (apply 
security patches)

# freebsd-update fetch

# freebsd-update install

It may give you additional instructions on what to do. Fol-
low them. At the end do not forget to reboot:

# shutdown -r now

# uname -a

Make sure that you are running the latest version with all 
the security patches applied. You will need to repeat this 
step in the future when new security holes are discov-
ered in FreeBSD kernel/world. Alternatively, you can up-
grade your system by compiling and installing a custom 
(or generic) kernel as described below.

•  Clean up directories:

# cd /usr/src

# make cleanworld && make cleandir

•  Build world and kernel:

# make buildworld

# make buildkernel KERNCONF=YOUR_KERNEL_CONFIG_NAME

•  Install the new kernel:
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# make installkernel KERNCONF=YOUR_KERNEL_CONFIG_NAME

# shutdown –r now

•  Boot into single user mode and install new world:

# adjkerntz -i

# mount -a -t ufs

# mergemaster -p -U

# cd /usr/src

# make installworld

# make delete-old

# mergemaster –U

# shutdown –r now

•  If you are updating between major releases, you 
should rebuild all your ports now or at least install the 
proper compat libs in the meantime.

•  Delete all libraries (in case you have rebuilt ports af-
ter a major release update):

# cd /usr/src

# make delete-old-libs

install Sudo

# cd /usr/ports/security/sudo

# make config-recursive

Leave the configuration options at their default values.

# make install clean

Uncomment the following line in the /usr/local/etc/
sudoers:

%wheel ALL=(ALL) ALL

Make sure sudo works:

# su your_user_name

% sudo sh

# exit

% exit

In order to disable the root password, find the root en-
try in the /etc/master.passwd file and replace it with the  
line below:

root:*:0:0::0:0:Charlie &:/root:/bin/csh

Update the internal passwords database:

# pwd_mkdb -C /etc/master.passwd

# pwd_mkdb -p /etc/master.passwd

# pwd_mkdb /etc/master.passwd

install openNTP
OpenNTPD provides the ability to sync the local clock to 
remote NTP servers and can even act as an NTP server 
itself, redistributing the local clock.

Configure ntpdate to set the clock at boot time:

# echo ‘ntpdate_enable=”YES”’ >> /etc/rc.conf

# echo ‘ntpdate_hosts=”pool.ntp.org”’ >> /etc/rc.conf

Install net/openntpd:

# cd /usr/ports/net/openntpd

# make config-recursive

# make install clean

The default configuration will suffice for our purposes but 
feel free to edit /usr/local/etc/ntpd.conf if needed, in 
particular to change ntp server.

Configure openntpd to start at boot time and start it now:

# echo ‘openntpd_enable=”YES”’ >> /etc/rc.conf

# /usr/local/etc/rc.d/openntpd start

Step 2. install Gnome 2
install Xorg

# cd /usr/ports/x11/xorg

# make config-recursive

Leave the options at their defaults.

# make install clean

# echo ‘hald_enable=”YES”’ >> /etc/rc.conf

# echo ‘dbus_enable=”YES”’ >> /etc/rc.conf

# Xorg -configure

Edit the “Screen” session of /root/xorg.conf.new  
as below:

Section “Screen”

    Identifier “Screen0”

    Device “Card0”

    Monitor “Monitor0”

    DefaultDepth 24

    SubSection “Display”

        Viewport 0 0

        Depth 24
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        Modes “1024x768”

    EndSubSection

EndSection

Change the screen resolution (in red) to the one support-
ed by your display and then copy your new configuration 
file to the right location:

# cp /root/xorg.conf.new /etc/X11/xorg.conf

install Gnome

# cd /usr/ports/x11/gnome2

# make config-recursive

Leave the options at their defaults.

# make install clean

# echo ‘proc /proc procfs rw 0 0’ >> /etc/fstab

# echo ‘gdm_enable=”YES”’ >> /etc/rc.conf

# reboot

install VirtualBox Guest Additions
First, install the emulators/virtualbox-ose-additions port:

# cd /usr/ports/emulators/virtualbox-ose-additions && make 

install clean

Add these lines to /etc/rc.conf:

vboxguest_enable=”YES”

vboxservice_enable=”YES”

vboxservice_flags=”--disable-timesync”

Re-configure Xorg:

# cp /etc/X11/xorg.conf /etc/X11/xorg.conf.old

# /usr/local/etc/rc.d/gdm stop

# Xorg -configure

# cp /root/xorg.conf.new /etc/X11/xorg.conf

Make sure that VirtualBox devices are used for mouse 
and video. Follow the instructions on http://www.freeb-
sd.org/doc/en/books/handbook/virtualization-guest.html 
(the “22.2.4. VirtualBox™ Guest Additions on a FreeBSD 
Guest” section). Edit the “Screen” session of /etc/X11/
xorg.conf as below:

Section “Screen”

    Identifier “Screen0”

    Device “Card0”

    Monitor “Monitor0”

    DefaultDepth 24

    SubSection “Display”

        Viewport 0 0

        Depth 24

        Modes “1024x768”

    EndSubSection

EndSection

Start Gnome:

# /usr/local/etc/rc.d/gdm start

Step 3. install C++11 compliant compiler  
and debugger
We can either use GCC 4.8 (or later) or Clang. 

Let’s use GCC:

# cd /usr/ports/lang/gcc48

# make config-recursive

Leave the options at their defaults.

# make install clean

We need to install the latest version of the GDB debugger:

# cd /usr/ports/devel/gdb

# make config-recursive

Leave the options at their defaults.

# make install clean

Step 4. install eclipse indigo
install Java

# cd /usr/ports/java/openjdk6

# make config-recursive

Disable “TZUpdate” in the options for OpenJDK6 port. 
Leave the rest of the options at their defaults.

# make install clean

install eclipse 3.7 indigo

# cd /usr/ports/java/eclipse

# make config-recursive

Leave the options at their defaults.

http://www.freebsd.org/doc/en/books/handbook/virtualization-guest.html
http://www.freebsd.org/doc/en/books/handbook/virtualization-guest.html
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# make install clean

If you decide to install Eclipse Juno, then you should in-
stall java/eclipse-devel.

install CDT
CDT is an Eclipse plugin for C++ development. If we in-
stall it, we will be able to use Eclipse for C++ projects.

Run Eclipse as root:

# sudo /usr/local/bin/eclipse

Choose “Help -> Install New Software”. Click “Add”. Type 
“CDT” as the name and http://download.eclipse.org/
tools/cdt/releases/indigo as the location (or http://down-
load.eclipse.org/tools/cdt/releases/juno if you have in-
stalled Eclipse Juno from java/eclipse-devel):

Figure 1. Add repository

Click “OK”. If this is not possible and you get an error 
message of a duplicate location, then the link already ex-
ists. Click “Cancel” and, back in the previous dialog, click 
on “Available Software Sites”.

Select all the options from the “CDT Main Features” and 
the “CDT Optional Features”.

Click “Next” twice, accept license, and click “Finish”.
Exit Eclipse. Now if you run Eclipse under your user, it 

should have the C++ perspective and you will be able to 
create C++ projects.

Step 5. enable shared folders with  
your Windows host
Share a folder on Windows host
I use Microsoft Windows 7 Professional 64 bit as my host 
machine. The procedure may differ on other versions of 
Microsoft Windows.

Right click on a folder, and then select “Properties” from 
the popup menu. Click on the “Sharing” tab and click on 
the “Advanced Sharing” button.

Enable sharing (“Share this folder” checkbox) and 
click on the “Permissions” to disable sharing for “every-
one” and allow your Microsoft Windows user to read/
write the folder.

Configure FreeBSD guest
Add the following lines to /etc/nsmb.conf:

[WIN_HOST]

addr=<your_win_ip_address>

[WIN_HOST:WIN_USERNAME]

password=<your_win_password>

Please note that WIN_HOST and WIN_HOST:WIN_
USERNAME should be in capital letters.

Add the following line to /etc/fstab:

//WIN_USERNAME@WIN_HOST/WIN_SHARED_FOLDER   FREEBSD_FOLDER 

smbfs rw,auto,-f=770,-d=770,-u=your_freebsd_username,-

g=wheel 0 0

Change firewall rules on your Microsoft Windows host 
to allow connections from your FreeBSD guest. Reboot 
and enjoy.

Step 6.  
Configure your environment to support C++11

# cd /usr/local/bin/

# ln -s gcc48 gcc

# ln -s g++48 g++

Add the following lines to /etc/profile:

export PATH=/usr/local/bin:${PATH}

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/lib/gcc48:${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}

export CC=/usr/local/bin/gcc48

export CXX=/usr/local/bin/g++48

alias make=”gmake”

alias gdb=”/usr/local/bin/gdb76”

alias g++=”g++48”

Create for your user (not root) the file ~/.bashrc:

source /etc/profile

Change default shell to bash:

# chsh -s /usr/local/bin/bash your_username

Reboot.

Creating a C++ project from an existing MakeFile
When creating a C++ project from an existing MakeFile, 
you should choose “Linux GCC” as “Toolchain for Indexer 
Settings”. You can always change this setting through the 

http://download.eclipse.org/tools/cdt/releases/indigo
http://download.eclipse.org/tools/cdt/releases/indigo
http://download.eclipse.org/tools/cdt/releases/juno
http://download.eclipse.org/tools/cdt/releases/juno
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project properties menu: Project -> Properties -> C/C++ 
Build -> Tool Chain Editor.

I usually use gmake so I need to change the following set-
ting: Project -> Properties -> C/C++ Build. Change “Build 
command” to /usr/local/bin/gmake. And also make sure 
that your “Build directory” points to the directory with your 
make file.

Project -> Properties -> C/C++ Build -> Discovery 
options. Add -std=c++11 to “Compiler invocation argu-
ments” and change g++ to g++48 in the “Compiler invoca-
tion command”.

Project -> Properties -> C/C++ Build -> Build Variables. 
Add variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH with value /usr/local/
lib/gcc48.

In Debug Configurations on the “Debugger” tab, change 
debugger to /usr/local/bin/gdb76.

Step 7. install Valgrind
install Valgrind
Valgrind is a system for debugging and profiling UNIX pro-
grams. With the tools that come with Valgrind, you can 
automatically detect many memory management and 
threading bugs, avoiding hours of frustrating bug-hunting, 
making your programs more stable.

Let’s install it:

# cd /usr/ports/devel/valgrind

# make config-recursive

Leave the options at their defaults.

# make install clean

install devel/kcachegrind
KCachegrind is a visualization tool for the profiling da-
ta generated by Cachegrind (which is part of devel/
valgrind).

# cd /usr/ports/devel/kcachegrind

# make config-recursive

Leave the options at their defaults. Make sure that the 
“DOT” option is selected.

# make install clean

Profiling with gprof

•  Compile your application with the –pg option.
•  Run your application as usual. A new file with a 

.gmon extension will be created.

•  Download and save somewhere gprof2dot.py from 
http://code.google.com/p/jrfonseca/wiki/Gprof2Dot 

•  Run the following command:

% gprof your_app your_app.gmon | ./gprof2dot.py | dot 

-Tpng -o out.png

The file out.png will contain your profiling results in a hu-
man-friendly manner.

Profiling with valgrind

•  Run your application:

% valgrind --demangle=yes --tool=callgrind your_app

 A file, callgrind.out.<pid>, will be created.
•  Generate a function-by-function summary from the 

profile data file:

% callgrind_annotate callgrind.out.<pid> > out.txt

•  Download and save somewhere gprof2dot.py from 
http://code.google.com/p/jrfonseca/wiki/Gprof2Dot 

•  Create out.png with profiling data:

% ./gprof2dot.py --format=callgrind callgrind.out.<pid> | 

dot -Tpng -o out.png

You can also use KCacheGrind to review profiling results.

Summary
As you can see from this article all necessary tools for 
C++11 programming exist in the FreeBSD ports tree.  
That means that anyone can quickly and efficiently create 
applications for this extremely fast, stable and secure op-
erating system.

ANDRey VeDiKhiN
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In part 8 of the series, we created the PHP script 
amendcontentpage.php which allowed the user to add 
data to any table in the CMS (Figure 1 & 2). We will re-

fine this page, and add a login page and the correspond-
ing database table. Create a login table in MySQL to hold 
the user credentials (Listing 1).

We require a blob field as we will be storing binary rath-
er than string data for the encrypted password. The auth 
field will be used to define the user rights later on, but for 
the moment setting a value of 1 via the form we will con-
struct will be sufficient.

Now add the following to our global.css file to format the 
output from our amendcontent.php page (Listing 2).

Create a file in the includes directory called login.inc 
(Listing 3). This holds the name and secret key for the 
login cookie.

Create a new file login.php in the root directory of the 
application (Listing 4).

Finally, amend amendcontent.php as follows. As there 
are a lot of changes throughout the file, the script is de-
tailed here in its entirety (Listing 5).

Hopefully, most of the code should be self explanatory, but 
here is a breakdown of the major functionality of each page.

Login.php
As we are storing the hashed value of the password in 
the database, rather than a text string that we can com-

FreeBSD Programming 
Primer – Part 9
In the ninth part of our series on programming, we will add some 
security to our CMS and refine our interface for adding content. 

What you will learn…
•  How to to configure a development environment and write 

HTML, CSS, PHP and SQL code 

What you should know…
•  BSD and general PC administration skills

Figure 2. Saving the data

Figure 1. Select the table to edit
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Listing 2. Additions to global.css

.tablehdr {

    background-color: rosybrown;

    color: white;

    float: left;

    font-size: 14px;

    font-weight: bold;

    line-height: 25px;

    padding: 10px;

    width: 22%;

}

.tablerow1 {

    background-color: thistle;

    float: left;

    font-size: 14px;

    line-height: 25px;

    padding: 10px;

    width: 22%;

}

.tablerow2 {

    background-color: oldlace;

    float: left;

    font-size: 14px;

    line-height: 25px;

    padding: 10px;

    width: 22%;

}

Listing 3. login.inc

<?php

define(‘KEYNAME’,’gpl9867fghlls’);

define(‘LOGINKEY’,’117hkJ23230rT’);

Listing 4. login.php

<?php

require_once ‘includes/cms.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘content.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘core.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘html.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘mysql.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘login.inc’;

// SQL statements

$sql[0] = “SELECT password,auth FROM login

           WHERE username = ‘---P0---’

           AND password = ‘---P1---’;”;

$sql[1] = “INSERT INTO `login` (`username`, `password`, 

`auth`, `timestamp`)

     VALUES (‘---P0---’, (‘---P1---’), ‘---P2---’, 

now());”;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Delete these 3 lines after first user added

if(!isset($_POST[“action”])){

 createnewlogin(); 

}

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Page control logic

if(isset($_POST[“action”])){

    

    $action = $_POST[“action”];

    

    if($action == “validatelogin”){

 

  if(isset($_POST[“username”]) && isset($_

Listing 1. Create a login table in MySQL

CREATE TABLE `login` (

  `id` int(5) unsigned zerofill NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

  `username` varchar(25) NOT NULL,

  `password` blob NOT NULL,

  `auth` int(1) NOT NULL,

  `timestamp` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,

  PRIMARY KEY (`id`)

) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=9 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
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POST[“password”])){

  

   $username = $_POST[“username”];

   $password = $_POST[“password”];

   

   // We have valid credentials, validate

   

   validatelogin($username, 

$password,$sql); 

   

  }

  

 }elseif($action == “createnewlogin”){

  

  if(!isset($_COOKIE[KEYNAME])){

   // Create a new login to the system

   

   createnewlogin($username, $password,$sql);

  }else{

  

   // User failed cookie test, request them to 

login

   

   requestlogindetails();

  }

  

 }elseif($action == “appendnewlogin”){ 

  

  $username = $_POST[“username”];

  $password = $_POST[“password”];  

  $auth = $_POST[“auth”];  

  

  appendnewlogin($username,$password,$auth,$sql);

 }else{

  

  // Invalid action - request login details

  

  requestlogindetails();

 }

}else{

 // First visit to page

 requestlogindetails();

 

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

function validatelogin($username, $password, $sql){

 // As the password is hashed and hopefully cannot be 

decrypted,

 // We need to usend the encrypted password

 

 $hashed_password = hash(‘whirlpool’, $password);

 

 // Fetch credentials from DB, if match create a login 

cookie

 

 $s = $sql[0];

 $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $username , $s );

 $s = str_replace ( ‘---P1---’ , $hashed_password , $s 

);

 $result = mysql_fetchrows($s); 

 foreach($result as $row){

  $auth = $row[1];

  

 }

 if ($auth == 1) {

   

  // Create auth cookie

   

  setcookie(KEYNAME, LOGINKEY, time()+3600, “/”);

  

  // Display options

  

  $title = ‘Welcome ‘ . $username;

  

  buildheader($title);

  echo wraptag(“h1”,$title);

  echo ahref(‘Add or amend content’, ‘/amendcontent.

php’);

  buildfooter();

 

 }else{

  

  // Try again
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  requestlogindetails();

  

 } 

} 

function createnewlogin(){

 

 $title = “Create new user”;

 $class = “formcontrol”;

 buildheader($title);

 echo wraptag(“h1”,$title);

 

 echo ‘<form action=”login.php” method=”post”>’;

 echo ‘Username’ . div(‘<input type=”text” 

name=”username”>’,$class);

 echo ‘Password’ . div(‘<input type=”password” 

name=”password”>’,$class);

 echo ‘Auth’ . div(‘<input type=”text” 

name=”auth”>’,$class);

 echo ‘<input type=”submit” value=”Submit”>’;

 echo ‘<input type=”hidden” name=”action” 

value=”appendnewlogin”>’;

 echo ‘</form>’; 

 buildfooter();

 

}

function appendnewlogin($username,$password,$auth,$sql){

 // Create a new entry in the login table

 $hashed_password = hash(‘whirlpool’, $password);

 

 $s = $sql[1];

 $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $username , $s );

 $s = str_replace ( ‘---P1---’ , $hashed_password , $s 

);

 $s = str_replace ( ‘---P2---’ , $auth , $s );

 

 mysql_select($s);

 requestlogindetails();

}

function requestlogindetails(){

 

 $title = “Please login”;

 $class = “forminput”;

 buildheader($title);

 echo wraptag(“h1”,$title);

 echo ‘<form action=”login.php” method=”post”>’;

 echo ‘Username’ . div(‘<input type=”text” 

name=”username”>’,$class);

 echo ‘Password’ . div(‘<input type=”password” 

name=”password”>’,$class);

 echo ‘<input type=”submit” value=”Submit”>’;

 echo ‘<input type=”hidden” name=”action” 

value=”validatelogin”>’;

 echo ‘</form>’;

 buildfooter(); 

 

 

}

function buildheader($title){

 // As cookies need to be set before any output is 

sent to the browser

 // use a function call to build the page header

 

 // Build the page up to the body tag

 outfile(TEMPLATES . ‘header.inc’);

 echo wraptag(‘title’, $title);

 echo HEAD;

 echo BODY; 

 echo ‘<div id=”content”>’;

 echo ‘<div id=”php”>’;

 

}

function buildfooter(){

echo ‘</div>’;

echo ‘</div>’;

echo ‘<div id=”licence”>’;

echo ‘<a href=”licence.txt” title=”Copyright and licence 

details”>Copyright &copy; 2013 Rob Somerville me@

merville.co.uk</a>’;

echo ‘</div>’; 
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Listing 5. amendcontent.php

<?php

require_once ‘includes/cms.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘content.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘core.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘html.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘mysql.inc’;

// SQL statements

$sql[0] = “SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT TABLE_NAME) FROM 

INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS

           WHERE table_schema = ‘freebsdcms’

           AND TABLE_NAME = ‘---P0---’”;

$sql[1] = “SELECT TABLE_NAME,COLUMN_NAME,COLUMN_

DEFAULT,IS_NULLABLE,DATA_TYPE,CHARACTER_MAXIMUM_

LENGTH

           FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS

           WHERE table_schema = ‘freebsdcms’

           AND TABLE_NAME = ‘---P0---’

           ORDER BY table_name, ordinal_position”;

$sql[2] = “SELECT * FROM ---P0--- ORDER BY id DESC”;         

$sql[3] = “SELECT COLUMN_NAME FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.

COLUMNS WHERE TABLE_SCHEMA = ‘freebsdcms’ AND TABLE_

NAME = ‘---P0---’”;         

$sql[4] = “SELECT `---P0---` FROM ---P1--- WHERE id =’--

-P2---’”;

// The tables we will allow the user to edit via this 

form

$tables[] = “faqs”;

$tables[] = “menus”;

$tables[] = “news”;

$tables[] = “pages”;

// Fields that are automatically assigned via a default 

value in MySQL table definition

$skiplist[] = “id”;

$skiplist[] = “timestamp”;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Build the page up to the body tag

outfile(TEMPLATES . ‘header.inc’);

echo wraptag(‘title’, ‘Content Input’);

echo HEAD;

echo BODY;

// Page control logic

if(isset($_POST[“table”])){

    

    // User has not selected a table or we are testing 

their result

    $t = $_POST[“table”];

    if (!in_array($t, $tables)) {

        

        // If the table is not on allowed list, bail to 

the first page

     

        build_page_1($tables);

    

    }else{

     

        // Check selected table is valid

     

        $s = $sql[0];

        

        // Replace the marker in the SQL statement with 

the chosen value

        $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $t , $s );

        $result = mysql_select($s);

        $valid_table_count = $result[‘COUNT(DISTINCT 

TABLE_NAME)’];

     

        if($valid_table_count == 1){

            

            // Valid table selected - present form to edit data

            build_page_2($t,$sql,$skiplist);

        

        }else{

        

            // Send user to first page    

            build_page_1($tables);

        

        }

    }
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}elseif(isset($_POST[“update”])){   

    // Save the input. As we have not validated this, 

just display for now

    build_page_3($_POST);

    

}elseif(isset($_POST[“id”])){   

    // Save the input. As we have not validated this, 

just display for now

    echo “Updateold record”;

}else{

        

    // Invalid value - return to start   

        

    build_page_1($tables);

    

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

function build_page_1($tables){

// HTML form definition

echo ‘<div id=”content”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”php”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”h1”>Select content</div>’;

echo ‘<form action=”amendcontent.php” method=”post”>’;

// Build the list of tables

$tablecontrol = ‘’;

$tablecontrol .= ‘<select name=”table”>’;

foreach ($tables as $t){

  // $tables is an array - split each value out

  $tablecontrol .= ‘<option value=”’.$t.’”>’.$t.’</option>’;

}

$tablecontrol .= ‘</select>’;

// Build the edit options

$editcontrol = ‘’;

$editcontrol .= ‘<input type=”radio” name=”inputmode” 

value=”new” checked=”checked”>Add new content’;

$editcontrol .= ‘<input type=”radio” name=”inputmode” 

value=”update”>Update current content’;

// Build the submit option

$submitcontrol = ‘’;

$submitcontrol .= ‘<input type=”submit” value=”Create 

content”>’;

// Add the DIV to format the controls

echo div($tablecontrol, ‘formcontrol’);

echo div($editcontrol, ‘formcontrol’);

echo div($submitcontrol, ‘formcontrol’);

// Complete the form

echo ‘</form>’;

echo ‘</div></div>’;

echo ‘<div id=”licence”>’;

echo ‘<a href=”licence.txt” title=”Copyright and licence 

details”>Copyright &copy; 2013 Rob Somerville me@

merville.co.uk</a>’;

echo ‘</div>’;

}

function build_page_2($t,$sql,$skiplist){

// HTML form

echo ‘<div id=”content”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”php”>’;

// Check we have a valid inputmode

if(!isset($_POST[“inputmode”])){

    

    echo “Error: Invalid inputmode”;

    exit;

}else{
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if($_POST[“inputmode”] == “new” || (isset($_

POST[“rowid”]))){

    

     // New content - populate with selected value if we 

have arrived here

     // via an update content request.

     

     if(isset($_POST[“rowid”])){

       $rowid = $_POST[“rowid”];

       $populate = TRUE;

         

     }else{

     

       $rowid = “”;

       $populate = FALSE;

         

     }

    

     echo ‘<div id=”h1”>Create new ‘.$t.’ content</

div>’;

     echo ‘<form action=”amendcontent.php” 

method=”post”>’;

     // Get the schema for that particular table

     $s = $sql[1];

     $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $t , $s );

     $result = mysql_fetchrows($s);

     $divstart = ‘<div class=”inputname”>’;

     $action = ‘Save’;

     

     echo ‘<input type=”hidden” name=”update” 

value=”’.$t.’”>’;

     foreach($result as $row){

         

     // Loop through each field and build the form fields 

depending on the field type

         

        $field =  $row[1];

        $fieldtype =  $row[4];

       if (!in_array($field, $skiplist)) {

            if($fieldtype == “varchar”){

                

            $value = populatefields($sql[4],$field,$t,$row

id,$populate);

                            

           echo  $divstart . ucfirst($field).’</div><input 

class=”varchar” type=”text” name=”’ .$field. ‘” 

value=”’.$value.’”><br />’;

                

            }elseif($fieldtype == “int”){

            

             $value = populatefields($sql[4],$field,$t,$ro

wid,$populate);

            

        echo  $divstart . ucfirst($field).’</div><input 

class=”int” type=”text” name=”’ .$field. ‘” 

value=”’.$value.’”><br />’;                

            

            }elseif($fieldtype == “text”){

                

                $value = populatefields($sql[4],$field,$t,

$rowid,$populate);

                

                echo  $divstart . ucfirst($field).’</

div><textarea rows=”10” cols=”30” class=”textarea” 

name=”’ .$field. ‘”>’.$value.’</textarea><br />’;

            }else{

            

                // Shouldn’t get here

            

             echo ‘Error field(‘.$field.’)  ‘. 

$row[2].’|’. $row[3] .’|’.$row[4].’|’. $row[5] .’<br 

/>’;

            

            }

           

       }

    }

    //echo ‘</select>’;        

    }elseif($_POST[“inputmode”] == “update”){

        

     echo ‘<div id=”h1”>Select content ‘.$t.’</div>’;

     echo ‘<form action=”amendcontent.php” 

method=”post”>’;  

     echo ‘<input type=”hidden” name=”table” 

value=”’.$t.’”>’;
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     echo ‘<input type=”hidden” name=”inputmode” 

value=”new”>’;

     

     $s = $sql[3];

     

     // Replace the marker in the SQL statement with the 

chosen value

     

     $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $t , $s );

     

     if($t == ‘menus’){

      // DB schema is different

      // NB: Maximum cols = 3 unless mods to CSS 

performed

      $displaycols = array(2, 4, 5);      

           

     }else{

      // Everything else

      $displaycols = array(1, 2, 3);

     }

          

     // Get the field names for our table

     

     $titles = mysql_fetchrows($s);

     

     // Build the title row

     

     echo div(‘Select’, ‘tablehdr’);

        

     foreach ($displaycols as $offset) {

    

        echo div($titles[$offset][0], ‘tablehdr’);

     

     }

   

     $s = $sql[2];

     $zebra = 0;

     $action = ‘Update’;   

        

     // Replace the marker in the SQL statement with the 

chosen value

     $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $t , $s );

     $result = mysql_fetchrows($s);

     foreach($result as $row){

       if($zebra == 0){

       

        $class = ‘tablerow1’;

        $zebra = 1;

       

       }elseif($zebra == 1){

         $class = ‘tablerow2’;

         $zebra = 0;

       }

       

       // Radio button control

       

       $editcontrol = ‘<input type=”radio” name=”rowid” 

value=”’.$row[0].’”>’;

             

        // Check formatting and output     

              

       formatcontentedit($row, $class, $displaycols, 

$editcontrol);

       

     }

         

    }else{

        echo “Error: Invalid inputmode”;

        exit;

        

    }

}

// Finish form and add footer

echo ‘<input type=”submit” value=”’.$action.’ ‘.$t.’ 

item”>’;

echo ‘</form>’;

echo ‘</div></div>’;

echo ‘<div id=”licence”>’;

echo ‘<a href=”licence.txt” title=”Copyright and licence 

details”>Copyright &copy; 2013 Rob Somerville me@

merville.co.uk</a>’;

echo ‘</div>’;

}
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function build_page_3($post){

    

// HTML

echo ‘<div id=”content”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”php”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”h1”>Save content</div>’;

echo ‘<ul>’;  

    

foreach($post as $key => $value){

    

    // Just dump out values - we need to validate before 

adding to DB

    

    echo ‘<li><b>’.$key.’</b>: ‘.$value.’</li>’;

    

}

// End of form

echo ‘</ul><br />’;  

echo ‘<a href=”amendcontent.php”>Return to add content</a>’;

echo ‘</div></div>’;

echo ‘<div id=”licence”>’;

echo ‘<a href=”licence.txt” title=”Copyright and licence 

details”>Copyright &copy; 2013 Rob Somerville me@

merville.co.uk</a>’;

echo ‘</div>’;

}

function formatcontentedit($row, $class, $displaycols, 

$editcontrol){

    // Formats the rows from our select query in zebra 

format.

    // To prevent the CSS from breaking due to NULL 

content

    // and displays the appropriate rows as the menu 

schema is

    // different from everything else.

         

    // Display the radio button

    echo div($editcontrol, $class);

    

    // Format each row

    

    foreach ($displaycols as $offset) {

    

        // First check we have some content - use a NBSP 

if NULL or blank

    

        if($row[$offset] == ‘’){

        

            $row[$offset] = ‘&nbsp;’;

            

        }

        

        // Ensure length < 25 chars, else add elipses

        

        if(strlen($row[$offset]) > 25){

        

            $row[$offset] = substr($row[$offset],0,24) . 

‘ ...’;

        }

    

        // Display each field from the row

        

        echo div($row[$offset], $class);

                

    }

}

function populatefields($sql,$field,$t,$rowid,$populate){

                    

    if($populate){

        

      $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $field , $sql );

      $s = str_replace ( ‘---P1---’ , $t , $s );

      $s = str_replace ( ‘---P2---’ , $rowid , $s );

                                    

      $v = mysql_fetchrows($s);

                  

      $value = $v[0][0];

      

    }else{

    

      $value = “”;

        

    }

         

    return $value;   

    

}
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Figure 6. Choose your content type add new or updateFigure 3. Creating a new user

Figure 4. Logging in

Figure 5. Add or amend content Figure 8. Choosing an existing FAQ to edit

Figure 7. Adding a new FAQ
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Security

pare, we need to initially seed the database with a valid 
username and password the first time login.php is run.  
Once the login table is updated, the call to createnewlogin() 
can be removed. The page control logic branches de-
pending on the action we want to achieve, and the corre-
sponding function calls either build an HTML form, query 
the database or add a user to the database.

Amendcontent.php
Most of the action takes place within build_page_2. In the 
previous version, we could not select any previously en-
tered content so to add this functionality we have added 
an intermediate step which displays all the content avail-

able to be edited. Once the user selects the table record to 
be amended, this is fed back into our original form, which 
is essentially identical whether we are updating or adding 
content. Some “bells and whistles” are added in the form 
of zebra striping of the table rows, and the automatic gen-
eration of the titles. As the script is referring directly to the 
database, we need a conditional branch at line 266 as the 
menu table has a different schema from the pages, news 
and FAQ content.

Getting it to work
Visit the login item via the menu and create a new user and 
password with an auth level of 1. Check the user has been 

Figure 9. Editing a pre-existing FAQ

Figure 12. Saving a menu item

Figure 11. Picking an existing menu to edit

Figure 10. Saving the FAQ
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added to the login table and remove the 3 lines from the 
start of login.php as commented. Revisit login.php, login 
and proceed to edit your content as desired (Figure 3-12).

Further tuning
The security is poor – we can have multiple users with 
the same name and password. A better form of encryption 
other than hashing is desirable, and we are missing lots 
of backlinks etc. We should also refactor the code e.g. the 
license and footers.

in the next part
We will address these issues and more.

RoB SoMeRViLLe
Rob Somerville has been passionate about technology since his early 
teens. A keen advocate of open systems since the mid-eighties, he has 
worked in many corporate sectors including finance, automotive, air-
lines, government and media in a variety of roles from technical sup-
port, system administrator, developer, systems integrator and IT man-
ager. He has moved on from CP/M and nixie tubes but keeps a solder-
ing iron handy just in case.

Useful links
PHP manual – http://php.net/manual

https://register.bsdcertification.org//register/get-a-bsdcg-id
http://www.bsdcertification.org/
https://register.bsdcertification.org//register/payment
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OpenBSD

Two years ago, I read an interesting article published 
somewhere on the web, explaining why Open-
BSD has so many missing features compared to 

Linux and other modern Unix-like systems. There was a 
list with explanations and proposed solutions. Among oth-
ers, there was a missing package update utility and lack 
of LTS versions. The discussion quickly transformed in-
to a flame war between OpenBSD die-hards, underrat-
ing those features and condemning the author, and the 
poor author, defending himself and explaining that was 
not meant as an attack against the project.

Defending one’s favorite OS is a nice thing, but improv-
ing it is even better. As I watch M:Tier company working 
on bringing new helpful features to OpenBSD, I feel we 
can start crossing out those missing features from the list 
and watch OpenBSD find its way back among the most 
well equipped Unixes available.

Step one – stable updates and binpatches
In the spring of 2013, along with the 5.3 release, M:Tier in-
troduced updates of stable packages and binary updates 
to the OpenBSD kernel using binpatches. Updates for sta-
ble packages helped keep your system safe for a longer 
period of time, and binary updates to the system saved 
admins a lot of compilation time and extra work. (You can 
find more explicit information concerning these updates 
in an article in the May issue of BSDMag.) Updates to the 

packages worked quite well, pkg_add just compared in-
stalled packages to those on the server and applied the 
updates. But, OpenBSD does not consist of packages on-
ly. Pkg_add was not able to find system binary patches 
even if they came in the form of packages, because there 
were no installed packages to compare it to. For each ker-
nel update, a user had to find the update on the server 
and install it manually with pkg_add. The same applied to 
the binary patches for the other parts of the basic system, 
such as web server or Xenocara, a modified Xorg distri-
bution. In FreeBSD, Xorg comes in the form of packages; 
in OpenBSD, it does not. It is a part of the basic system. 
Such inconvenience called for a solution.

Step two – new automated updates via openup
In September 2013, a new application called openup 
emerged from the workshop of M:Tier developers (based 
on Andre Nathan’s scripts). The application is available 
on the project website stable.mtier.org. It is free for ev-
eryone to download and use and simplifies all the upkeep 
of OpenBSD machines. So what is it and what does it 
do? It is a simple application that uses native OpenBSD 
pkg_tools to find out what updates are available and if 
the user wishes to provide the security check and down-
loads and applies the updates. A nice feature is it can ei-
ther be used manually or automated with cron. If automat-
ed with cron, it operates similar to modern Linux update  

improved Updates and 
LTS for openBSD
Automated security updates for both OpenBSD packages 
and the base system are now possible using a new utility 
called openup. M:Tier company started offering LTS (Long 
Term Support) for companies and individuals.

What you will learn…
•  How OpenBSD is structured.
•  How to update OpenBSD system via openup.
•  Which new progressive features there are in OpenBSD.

What you should know…
•  OpenBSD is issued every 6 months and does not offer any 

package updates by default.
•  Core system updates are in the form of source patches only.
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service notifications. Openup checks whether an update is 
for an installed package or for the OpenBSD kernel and 
system and whether it’s available and if so, it mails the out-
put to the root. If it’s run manually, there are more options:

-K do not check for kernel binpatches (when running non 
GENERIC)

-S do not check for package signatures
-c check/cron mode (cannot be used with -S and/or -n)
-n dry-run mode, no modification is done

Using openup is very easy to use. Below is an example: 

# openup

===> Checking for openup update

-> ftp -Vo – https://stable.mtier.org/openup | awk -F ‘=’ 

‘/^_OPENUP_VERSION/ { print $2 }’

===> Installing/updating binpatch(es)

-> pkg_add binpatch53-i386-bgpd binpatch53-i386-kernel 

binpatch53-i386-nginx binpatch53-i386-tftpd

binpatch53-i386-kernel-3.0->4.0: ok

binpatch53-i386-tftpd-1.0: ok

Read shared items: ok

Packages with signatures: 2

===> Updating package(s)

-> pkg_add -u

curl-7.26.0p2->7.26.0p3: ok

Read shared items: ok

Packages with signatures: 1

Here we could see openup checking if it is the latest ver-
sion of itself, then checking for the updates, download-
ing them and installing them. It can be seen that openup 
was able to check for and find updates to the kernel and 
to the web server (nginx), which in this case, both come 
as packages, and installed them. Then openup proceed-
ed with regular packages updates. It is interesting though 
that if the first step would fail, that is, openup would be in 
an obsolete version, the update would stop to prevent the 
system from possible damage. The user would have to 
update openup first and only then continue.

Warning: openup is a rather new application, so further 
function extensions and change of default behavior due to a 
very progressive development and testing is very probable.

Step three – LTS
The M:Tier company that promoted OpenBSD solutions 
in the business world came up with the idea that many 
sysadmins must like. Whether it was a company, or a 
BSD hobbyist, everyone can subscribe to long term up-
dates. Unfortunately, for those who understand the words  

opensource or free to mean without any costs, this costs 
something. Not much, however.

The first six months are supported free of charge for any 
user. People who do not want to re-install the system after 
a new OpenBSD update is released, however, can pay 
Euro 200, and they can continue using their system for 
another half year and stay up to date.

Many people may think this is a lot of money to spend. 
The important point is that this money goes to the im-
provements of the OpenBSD system and, part of it,  
to the OpenBSD project directly. It is also worth mentioning 
that key M:Tier developers are part of the core OpenBSD  
team. This ensures that the development of OpenBSD and 
M:Tiers apps will go hand-in-hand in bringing the goodies 
to all of us. So, paying for the LTS support is something 
similar to  buying OpenBSD CDs.

It would very be nice if 12 months of free support was 
available, but this step is at least a step in the right direc-
tion. Possibly we will see M:Tier granting free access to 
longer periods in the future if their initial trial runs well.

Final word
OpenBSD has been available for a long time and has 
deserved a very good reputation for its robustness and 
security-focused approach, but it was criticized in the re-
cent past for obsoleting and not being able to compete 
with other Unixes, which introduced many important se-
curity and functionality features. Now also due to M:Tier, 
it seems to be catching up again. Package updates 
have been working perfectly since the Spring and kernel 
and system updates have been much improved lately.  
Finally LTS has been introduced. Since OpenBSD resides 
in the business environment and the business environ-
ment is demanding, we can expect more important mod-
ern features appearing soon.

PeTR ToPiARZ
Petr Topiarz has been administering BSD web/mail/file servers and 
Linux desktops in three small Prague-based companies for the last 
eight years, and has contributed to BSDMag, since its first issues.

on the Web
•  https://stable.mtier.org/
•  http://www.mtier.org/index.php/news/openup/
•  http://www.openports.se/
•  http://www.openbsd.org/
•  http://www.openunix.eu/

https://stable.mtier.org/
http://www.mtier.org/index.php/news/openup/
http://www.openports.se/
http://www.openbsd.org/
http://www.openunix.eu/
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Column

The Computer Says 
“No”

The Turing test is the classic yardstick by which the 
fragile interface between humans, silicon and the 
universe is measured. The question “Can com-

puters think?” still causes considerable debate, and 
while the Turing test is based on the emulation of hu-
man characteristics, recent advances in quantum phys-
ics- especially quantum entanglement – have demon-
strated a more complex universe than we can imagine.  
According to Bell’s theorem, information in our universe 
travels instantaneously. To simplify, two particles sepa-
rated by considerable distance will display the same 
quantum behaviour as if a message has passed instantly 
between them. This empirically reinforces the argument 
that a butterfly flapping its wings in one corner of the 
earth has an effect elsewhere.

That observation aside, I refuse to accept the hypoth-
esis that computers can think on a simple premise – com-
puters do not have a conscience. Without a doubt, com-
puters can fake intelligence, and I would even go as far as 
to say the argument that computers demonstrate a minute 
level of consciousness holds some water, provided the 
definition of consciousness is broad enough (for example 
being aware of the environment). But again this argument 
is faux, an emulation and bordering on sophistry. What is 
deeply concerning though, is the increasing mindless del-
egation of ethics, morality, decision making and author-
ity to a piece of hot silicon in a data-centre somewhere.  
If Stanislav Petrov had not had the common sense to 
compare the false alarm against other criteria, we may 
not have been around today to have this discussion.

Stanislav Petrov, the officer in command of the Russian Oko 
monitoring station, prevented global nuclear holocaust by 
disregarding a false positive alarm and subsequently not reporting 
this to his superiors in a timely fashion and delaying a knee jerk 
response. How much reliance can we place on technology and 
what are the implications for a society where computers are 
increasingly given ethical responsibility by proxy?

Unfortunately, since this information was released in 
1974, as a civilization we have become considerably less 
aware of the dangers and much more dependent upon 
technology than ever before. The twin curse of commer-
cial efficiency and profit-making have pushed us over the 
peak of the bell curve, and there is now no slack in the 
system for error. Just In Time production is a case in point. 
While in deeper reaches of the Internet those that defend 
preparedness are considered “Tin 
foil hatters”, the reality remains 
that in a modern Western society, 
we only have 24 hours food in the 
shops. Where I live in Great Brit-
ain, the situation is even worse as 
a substantial percentage of our 
food is imported from abroad, in-
cluding Vietnam and Thailand. 

Technology makes a great 
slave but a terrible master. The 
past 20 years bears witness to 
this – with the big bang in the fi-
nancial sector, the decision mak-
ing process in the marketplace 
was increasingly delegated to 
technology, yet many times 
the plug has been pulled due 
to the system developing a 
form of hysteresis in that 
they were attempting to 
interpret new scenarios 
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using inaccurate data and consequently failing miserably. 
While the recent financial crash cannot be laid squarely at 
the foot of technology, it is not a risk free strategy attempt-
ing to out-gun your competitors by means of brute speed 
alone. The recent demand in the financial sector for us-
ing higher speed backbones for communications purely 
on the basis that shaving a few milliseconds per transac-
tion being the difference between a substantial profit or a 
spectacular loss, should raise alarm bells if that is the best 
strategy of your business sector.

I am stubborn in my belief that technology has immense 
benefits to offer mankind, but the more powerful the tool, 
the greater care one must take in its implementation and 
use. As a child, my father gave me a plastic tool-kit with 
plastic spanners, screwdrivers, etc. The havoc reigned 
with their real life counterparts in the hands of a 5 year 
old doesn’t bear thinking about as the following tale will 
illustrate. As a young lad I owned a 12 volt Airfix pow-
er supply, and gaining access to my father’s large metal 
screwdriver, I discovered that a substantial spark could be 
generated by shorting out the terminals. With uncontrolled 
ego and lust for excitement, I decided that the 240v AC 
emanating from the wall socket would make an interesting 
test case, and after procuring two 6 inch nails I managed 
to successfully circumnavigate the safety shutter and in-
sert the aforementioned metallic items into the socket and 
short them out. The resulting explosion and flash was in-
deed spectacular, and while both child and screwdriver 
survived, the nails and the considerably large fuse at 

the local substation (Rated 
somewhere between 100 
and 600 Amps) did not.

While I am not implying 
that those who make the 
decision to wholly migrate 
from manual systems have 
the mentality of children, 
there is a widespread fal-
lacy in management cir-
cles that technology alone 
can solve all the problems.  
Yes it can help, but with 
one important proviso – 
that human beings are 
able to interpret the re-

sults and override the 
system as necessary. 

Ideally, technology 
should be dem-
ocratic rather 
than fascist,  

an educated voice rather than capturing the entire decision 
making process and expediting the result via a closed inter-
face that cannot be overridden. Thankfully some industries 
understand this well, most modern trains and passenger 
aircraft are fly by wire and very safe. However, there are al-
ways trained pilots or drivers on hand to take control if the 
unexpected does happen, and it is a statistical guarantee 
that it will. 

Where the problem arises is when management, the 
shareholders or whoever decide that “the automated 
system” will become the de-facto ethical and moral stan-
dard – removing the human element and as a conse-
quence any common sense. You can code all the algo-
rithms you like, but you cannot replace the breadth of 
human experience, understanding and wisdom. Again, 
the Internet proves this, we have unparalleled access to 
data but extrapolating the kernel of truth from the pro-
paganda, opinion and noise makes quality information 
gathering difficult.

The badly designed script driven call centre is prob-
ably the best analogy to describe this scenario. Using a 
set of computer based rules, the operator is constrained 
by company policy and lack of autonomy – if the com-
puter says “No” there is no chance of appeal, unless of 
course you manage to capture the ear of a sympathetic 
manager. Senior management are unaware of the level 
of gross customer dissatisfaction, as the metrics cannot 
reflect the moral offence of a human relaying a decision 
made by a lump of metal, effectively de-humanising the 
interaction. Rather than improving customer service and 
efficiency, the opposite occurs shortly followed by a bat-
talion of fire-fighting reputation managers and PR gurus 
when the wheels fall off. 

I propose we name this stupidity in honour of the man who 
saved countless millions of lives “The anti-Petrov effect”. 

RoB SoMeRViLLe
Rob Somerville has been passionate about technology since his ear-
ly teens. A keen advocate of open systems since the mid eighties, he 
has worked in many corporate sectors including finance, automotive, 
airlines, government and media in a variety of roles from technical 
support, system administrator, developer, systems integrator and IT 
manager. He has moved on from CP/M and nixie tubes but keeps a 
soldering iron handy just in case. 
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interview

Please introduce yourself. Tell us, how you’ve 
started to be involved in FreeBSD.
My name is Klaus P. Ohrhallinger, I’m 28 years old and live 
in Europe. I’ve been using FreeBSD since 4.4, which was 
released in 2001, but was never involved in the FreeBSD 
Project back then. My first contacts with FreeBSD devel-
opers were when I announced my VPS project in 2010.  
After that, I got invited to FreeBSD developer summits.

What hides under the curtains of VPS (your 
container solution)? in other words, what 
inspired you to develop it?
The most exciting and challenging part is the live-migration 
feature. When I started development on VPS, I only imple-
mented the absolutely necessary bits and then continued 
with the live-migration support. I wanted to see whether  
I could do it. Also I believe that server infrastructure needs 
to be more efficient, especially in terms of power consump-
tion. Virtualization on the OS level allows you to put a big 
number of virtual servers on a few physical machines.  
That means a big change on the ecological impact.

Could you please elaborate on this live-
migration feature. What mechanisms are used 
to perform migration and to sync data?
For performing a live migration of a VPS instance, its state 
needs to be frozen, first. This means all threads are sus-
pended from execution, the network stack stops accepting 
any input, and so on. Then lots of tiny bits of information 
are serialized and saved according to a machine-indepen-
dent format. For example, the state of open tcp connec-
tions, the virtual memory map and objects of a process, 
filesystem mounts, file descriptors, process relationships. 
This dump is transferred to another machine (usually 
through ssh) along with all necessary userspace memory 
pages. There, sanity checks are performed and new sys-
tem objects like threads, virtual memory objects, tcp con-
nections are created according to the previously saved 
information. Execution is resumed exactly where it was 
suspended in the original instance. Users connected to 
a VPS instance that is being live migrated will only notice 
a short network interruption. File system data is synced 

using a slightly modified version of rsync, unless the file-
system resides on some sort of network storage anyway.

how long did it take you to design and program 
it?
So far I spent about 1.5 years full-time or 3000 hours on 
its development.

This number is pretty impressive. you’ve done 
it on your own, or some company funded you? 
if the first is true, how could you estimate this 
project time, when there would be a special 
funding campaign?
I got paid by TransIP.NL for one month (160 hours) of de-
velopment. Apart from that I did not receive any funding. 
These 3000 hours were spread over 4 years. With proper 
funding I could have done that without interruptions.

What are the pros and cons (if they exist) for 
using VPS in production at the moment?
I don’t recommend it for production use yet. However I’m 
already using it for some non-critical production stuff and  
I hear of companies that are also quite happy with the stability.

Being a developer how could you compare VPS 
with other technologies, like jail (*BSD) and 
openVZ/LXC (Linux)?
VPS has a very similar design as OpenVZ. Actually Vir-
tuozzo (the commercial and enhanced version of Open-
VZ) inspired me a lot and I wanted to have the same for 
FreeBSD. Jail can’t be compared to VPS. It is not a vir-
tualization solution since it only isolates some resources, 
but does not provide virtual namespaces. It doesn’t pro-
vide the features that you get with any modern virtualiza-
tion solution and also it is not safe to provide jails to cus-
tomers, in my opinion.

Do you know big enterprises / hostings that 
currently heavily use your solution?
I don’t know of any big ones, but as long as everything 
works fine you hardly get any feedback. I know of some 
smaller companies that use it for various purposes.

interview with  
Klaus P. ohrhallinger
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Any chances to run other oSes, for instance, 
Linux and or Windows with VPS?
Users reported that they installed Debian GNU/kFreeBSD 
successfully into a VPS instance. Running native Linux 
distributions in a VPS instance could be possible with limi-
tations. However there is no chance of running Windows. 

What are these limitations? When do you plan 
to program workarounds for those issues?
Mainly that system utilities like‚ “ifconfig’’ will not work.  
Using their native FreeBSD counterparts, would be a pos-
sible work-around. Providing full Linux compatibility would 
be a very big task, so I don’t have any plans for that yet.

Where can VPS currently be found: FreeBSD 9, 
FreeBSD 10, any other?
The first prototype is based on FreeBSD 8. Alpha-quality 
releases for FreeBSD 9.0 and 9.1 exist but are not con-
tinued anymore. Currently development only happens for 
the FreeBSD 10 version. It is still not part of the official 
FreeBSD code base but lives as a project branch in Free-
BSD’s SVN repository.

So it is sufficient to grab the project’s files 
(please indicate URi), compile it and have fun? 
No kernel and world rebuilding required?
For FreeBSD 9.x I released binary packages that can be 
installed via pkg_add. When FreeBSD 10.0 gets released 
I will publish binary packages for it as well. If you com-
pile it yourself you always need a kernel rebuild. The only 
changes to the userspace are some new commands, that 
can be built separately. The project’s webpage is at http://
www.7he.at/freebsd/vps/.

Any web-interfaces exist to control VPS?
There is no web-interface yet, but a non-free manage-
ment and clustering solution that includes a GUI and a 
powerful JSON interface. Using that interface, VPS could 
easily be integrated by hosting providers into their exist-
ing web-based control panels and deployment solutions.

Where could a system administrator get 
support / help including commercial 
subscription?
Commercial support and custom features can be request-
ed at 7HE Ltd (office@7he.co.uk).

ANToN BoRiSeV

http://www.7he.at/freebsd/vps/
http://www.7he.at/freebsd/vps/
mailto:mailto:office%407he.co.uk?subject=
http://wwww.uat.edu
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